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TOTARE AMALFI BRIEFCASE 
Professional luxury leather bag designed for concealed carry and business travel 

 
Tracy, CA, January 15, 2020 – As a business traveler, quality luggage is essential. 
Totare’s founder, both a traveler and a garment industry veteran, is familiar with the 
complexities and requirements of domestic and international travel. Traversing the 
globe in search of the highest quality leather, superior zippers, and dually practical and 
aesthetically appealing designs—his years and miles of research yielded a worthy 
result.  
 
The perfect luxury leather bags.  
 
Still, Totare’s founder would not settle for bags that offered only a pleasing appearance 
and quality material composition—instead, he chose to design his entire product line to 
reach a new level of utilitarian. One particular line he dedicated to meet concealed carry 
needs, a market which, he observed, contained an abundance of unreached potential. 
Thus, Totare’s line of concealed carry luxury leather bags were born. This line is as 
diverse as the many countries that originally inspired the Totare brand, each designed 
with a unique niche in mind.  
 
For the professional traveler—the Amalfi. 
 
With a smooth outer leather composition and an unfinished interior, the Amalfi exists at 
the pinnacle of authentic leather craftsmanship. In a rich onyx outfitted with brass 
hardware, this classic briefcase complements every variety of business attire. Designed 
for the professional realm, this bag is the ideal size for stowing the necessities of the 
dedicated career person, with an abundance of pockets for laptops, mobile devices, and 
notebooks. The inner compartments, constructed with rigid padding, are also 

-More- 



 

convenient for prudently and safely storing your concealed firearm. This bag can be 
carried by its sturdy classic handle, or attach the optional shoulder strap to conveniently 
sling it across your back as you trek through the concrete jungle.  

 
About Totare: Combining the best of innovative concepts with traditional leather 
craftsmanship, Totare refuses to conform to the standards of industrial mass production. 
Each Totare bag is handcrafted by exceptionally talented genuine leather artisans, with 
extreme attention to detail, exemplifying classic leathercraft.  
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If you would like more information about this topic, please call Laura Dorr at 
209-834-0287 x114 or email laura@americanplastics.com. 

 


